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floppy Homburg hat carried his effects to the car, and at
six forty-five a member of the unrecognised Belgian military
mission arrived to invite the party to leave.
The night before, Vinci had told me that he would yield
only to force. But he must have had a strengthening
vision in bed, for now he said that he would yield in no case,
force included. Meanwhile, he stood behind his line, as
children do in games like Catch as Catch Can. A quarter
of an hour later and four times during the next two hours,
he was visited by various Ethiopians who, with remarkable
restraint, repeated the invitation to leave. When Major
Moskopoulos, chief of the Secret Police, Gerasmatch Kefele
and the Belgian paid the third, Vinci turned fiercely to me
and said, " Do you think I would change my mind for
three moustaches ? "
This stubbornness was catching. Colonel Calderini the
Military Attache, suddenly said that he too would stay in
Addis Ababa, on the (ludicrous) grounds that Agostino
was an officer of the Reserve and therefore needed the
support of the Military Attache. . . for setting butterflies
I guess. Young De Grenet the second Secretary also would
not leave the deck, until Vinci told him to.
At nine the staff left for the station, bar Vinci, Calderini
and Cesare the valet, who growled and went inside the
house. The British and French Ministers had been on the
platform since eight. Barton was furious : he waited
another hour, then drilled his shoulders and drove home.
De Grenet enjoyed a fit of mild hysteria at the trainside and
escaped into a public lavatory, saying he must rejoin his
chief. A burly Belgian followed hot foot and disarmed
him of a revolver which he was carelessly brandishing.
At eleven the train left without Vinci.
It was only in the late afternoon that the patient Tasfai
Tegan. persuaded the three Italians to quit their Legation.
Vinci was almost in tears, Calderini white, Cesare the
valet couldn't make head or tail of it. Evidently word
must have been passed that Vinci could await Agostino :
but his removal to the wooden chalet owned by Ras Desta
on the slopes of Entoto mountain alarmed him. The
Ethiopians for their part were afraid that he would injure
himself and wanted to keep him under surveillance. The
Emperor, smiling, told his advisers that food was being

